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Question 1: 
 
Has the RBLP been positively prepared and is it justified, effective and consistent 
with national employment policy in relation to its proposals to provide 110 hectares 
of employment land between 2011 and 2031? 

 

1. David Lock Associates (DLA) act for Manse Opus (Ansty) LLP and Rolls-Royce Plc.  The 

two companies are developing the surplus land at the existing Rolls-Royce Ansty site, 

which is the subject of partial redevelopment proposals.  The land parcels which are 

considered in this Statement are shown on Plans A & B (see Appendices A & B).  The 

Rolls-Royce Ansty site is designated as an Existing Strategically Significant Employment 

Site in the Publication Version of the Rugby Local Plan (LP01).  There are significant areas 

of land, which are in the same Manse Opus (Ansty) LLP and Rolls-Royce control, adjacent 

to the formally allocated employment site.  These areas and their development potential 

are dealt with in greater detail in the response made to Issue 3a: Overall Development 

Strategy, where there is a specific Question k. relating to potential additional allocations of 

employment land at Ansty. 

 

2. Employment requirements and economic development needs do not necessarily respect 

conventional local authority boundaries.  The Rugby Borough area is no exception to that.  

The main issue appears to be that Rugby Borough Council (RBC) has pursued an 

approach to employment provision which is largely based upon the projected needs of the 

Borough alone without taking sufficient account of the economic demands emerging from 

adjacent areas and other sub-regional requirements.  In particular, the western part of the 

Borough adjoins the Coventry City Council area.  Coventry is largely built up to the A46(T) 

which forms its eastern boundary therefore employment development requirements in 

proximity to Coventry and the western boundary of Rugby are inevitable when the demand 

for employment space is buoyant. 

 
3. The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) is clear that planning has an important 

economic role to play in achieving sustainable development.  Paragraph 7 states: 

 
an economic role – contributing to building a strong, responsive, and 

competitive economy, by ensuring that sufficient land of the right type is available 

in the right places and at the right time to support growth and innovation; and by 

identifying and coordinating development requirements, including the provision of 

infrastructure; 
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4. That economic role must extend to dealing pragmatically with employment requirements 

generated in adjacent local authorities. 

 

Question 1a 
 
What is the basis for the 110ha of employment land planned for in Policy DS1?  Is it 
justified in the light of available labour demand and supply forecasts for the plan 
period? 
 

5. RBC’s Employment Land Background Paper July 2017 (LP17) deals specifically with 

Employment Land Supply.  The planned total arises both from existing employment sites 

and allocations at Rugby Radio Station (which is already the subject of an outline planning 

consent), and new allocations at Coton Park East and South West Rugby.  Significantly the 

table at 3.6 on page 11 states that Ansty Park and ProLogis Ryton contribute to the land 

supply for Coventry City.  In simple terms the RBC Employment Land Study prepared by 

GL Hearn concludes that to meet the needs of Rugby some 100 to 130 hectares of 

employment land is required over the period 2015 to 2031.  At the upper end of the range 

that implies a take-up rate of some 8 hectares per year.  It seems prudent to make 

provision at the upper end of that range for the Borough, excluding sites on the edge of 

Coventry where special considerations apply.  Again, the report’s Executive Summary 

differentiates between sites on the edge of Coventry and the remainder of the Borough and 

suggests there is a need to consider the needs of Coventry separately. 

 

6. There is often no direct or straightforward relationship between labour supply and demand 

forecasts and land supply.  Areas such as Rugby are relatively small and heavily 

influenced by what is happening in adjacent areas.  Rugby is particularly affected by 

Coventry on its western boundary, where demand for industrial space is strong, and 

Daventry to the east where DIRFT 1& 2 are major employers and the massive DIRFT3 

Strategic Rail Freight Interchange has planning consent but development is only just 

beginning. 

 

Question 1b 
 
How does it relate to the jobs growth estimates used to inform the overall level of 
housing provision proposed in the plan?  What is the relationship between housing 
and employment land provision? 
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7. RBC has based its calculation of employment needs using a combination of three methods 

– labour supply forecast, estimates of the resident workforce and the empirical data on 

previous take up rates.  Housing land provision is concentrated around the built-up area of 

Rugby town.  The decision to move away from the original allocation of residential land at 

Walsgrave Hill Farm and locate it at Lodge Farm only serves to concentrate residential 

development towards the east of the Borough. 

 
Question 1c: 
 

How does the planned level of provision compare with past and recent take-up rates 
for employment land in the Borough of Rugby?  Are the remaining commitments and 
allocations sufficient to meet the likely future demand for B Use Class floorspace in 
the Borough? 

 
8. The rate of take up of employment land has been high in areas close to Coventry.  The 

evidence shows high rates of development at both Ryton and Ansty Park.  These areas are 

subject to different growth drivers that the rest of the Borough.  The question of Coventry-

related development is dealt with in the next question.  Rates of take-up across Rugby 

Borough have also been high in the recent past.  There is a clear case for considering how 

existing employment sites can be logically expanded to provide additional capacity should 

the rate of take up prove to be more than the maximum 8 ha currently envisaged. 

 
 

Question 2 
 
To what extent does the planned provision of assist in meeting the sub-regional 
employment land requirements of the Coventry and Warwickshire functional 
economic market area, including 
 
Question 2a: 
 
The shortfall in Coventry’s employment land supply for the period 2011 to 2031? 

 

9. Coventry and Warwickshire Local Enterprise Partnership (CWLEP) commissioned 

extensive research on this issue.  This is the most current work available on this issue.  

The CBRE Employment Land Use Study Report 2015 (LP15) states: 
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This report has sought to demonstrate the supply and demand position for B class land 

uses within the Coventry & Warwickshire Local Enterprise Partnership area.  In doing so, 

it is clear that there is a significant shortage of sites within the sub-region that can 

adequately meet forecast demand through to 2031.  Indeed the current supply position is 

such that there is an urgent need for additional supply of good quality and well location 

land, to accommodate short to medium term demand.  

 

The scarcity of available land in the short term has the potential to damage the economic 

prospects of the area by preventing investment opportunities to be fully delivered.  Indeed 

there is the risk that demand would be forced to consider alternative locations, in the 

Midlands or elsewhere in the UK.  In particular there is a need for additional strategic 

sites that are capable of accommodating the largest B8 requirements, as well as sites 

suitable for development as R&D sites, in order for the LEP to achieve its key targets in 

relation to the growth of the sub-region’s automotive cluster.  

 

Overall the key findings of this report are: 

 

• Take up of employment land has accelerated strongly as the economy has moved 

out of recession with take up across the West Midlands exceeding the pre-recession 

peak in 2014, with momentum continuing in 2015;  

• Growth has been strong across both main components of employment land demand 

in the CWLEP area – in advanced manufacturing, particularly the automotive sector, 

and in logistics as part of the ‘Golden Triangle’. This encompasses B1b/c, B2 and B8 

planning use classes;  

• As a result current existing properties available of industrial occupation are now close 

to capacity, with collectively under two years supply available across the area, much 

of in smaller individual units.;  

• Future projections of demand have increased since previous assessments. Using the 

different Government recommended methodologies future demand to 2031 ranges 

from 353 ha (sectoral), through 405 to 570 ha (demographic/labour market) to 637 to 

660 ha (take up). It is recommended that the LEP plan for the higher end of this 

range; 
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• By contrast the current employment land stock and immediate pipeline is very low. 

Only 64 ha is available on ‘oven ready’ sites which can meet current occupier 

demand. A further 93 ha may come forward on secondary sites with development 

potential. However future supply is reliant on new major strategic sites being brought 

forward at Coventry and Warwickshire Gateway and extensions to Bermuda Park;  

• Even then these sites only total around 330 ha, below the bottom end of the forecast 

range. It is therefore necessary to consider whether and when additional strategic 

sites can be identified. Such sites would ideally be located in the Coventry Travel to 

Work Area (including Nuneaton and Bedworth) to meet local labour market needs and 

promote sustainable travel patterns with new household growth;  

• CWLEP and its partners have ambitious plans for the area building on the very 

positive growth of key sectors in recent years which has driven the take up of land 

on high quality sites. These sites are now close to being exhausted and future 

growth will be constrained unless currently proposed sites are delivered and future 

sites are identified.  

 

10. The above conclusions are very clear that the employment land needs of Coventry cannot 

be met within the City of Coventry boundary alone.  There is a clear need for additional 

land to made available in the Coventry Travel to Work Area.  RBC, itself, acknowledges 

that available land at Ansty Park and Ryton is running out.  Manse Opus (Ansty) LLP and 

Rolls-Royce are now bringing forward the development known as Prospero Ansty.  The 

first full planning application (R17/1829) for the redevelopment of the eastern part the 

Rolls-Royce Ansty site has been submitted to RBC.  It is for some 45,000m² of B2 

industrial space for Meggitt who manufacture aircraft braking systems.  This is the clearest 

possible indication that the demand remains high for new manufacturing space.  In 

addition, there are numerous live development enquiries for the general area.  The gross 

site area of the Meggitt planning application is over 23ha which alone, as a single 

requirement, exceeds the 8ha take up level of employment land planned for by RBC. 

 

11. Land uses on Prospero Ansty are limited to B1 and B2 uses because of an agreement 

reached with the HCA over access arrangements.  It is, therefore, one of the few large 

employment sites on the east side of Coventry where B8 uses are discouraged.  This 

targeted profile of the site provides further evidence of how additional employment land at 

Ansty can help meet strategic employment requirements. 
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2b The need for further strategic employment sites to support the economic growth 
ambitions contained in the Coventry and Warwickshire LEP Strategic Plan 

 
12. There is a clear need to identify additional employment land to support the need for 

economic growth ambitions of the CWLEP Strategic Plan (OTH02).  However, there is no 

proven need, necessity or requirement for any additional space to be provided in new 

strategic employment sites when existing sites can be readily and efficiently expanded.  The 

CWLEP Strategic Plan was only published in August 2016 and, therefore, its conclusions 

remain valid.  In Section 2.4 Unlocking our Growth Potential para 2.4.1 (third bullet) states: 

 

Only 64ha is available on “oven ready” sites which can meet current occupier 

demand.  A further 93ha may come forward on secondary sites with development 

potential.  However, future supply is reliant on new major strategic site coming 

forward. 

 

The Plan goes on to say: 

 

Moreover, there is a particular need for additional strategic sites that are capable 

of accommodating the largest storage and distribution requirements and sites 

suitable for development as R&D centres, in order for CWLEP to achieve its 

targets in relation to the growth of the local automotive cluster. 

 

13. The manufacturing employment cluster which has developed and is continuing to develop 

at Ansty Park and Roll-Royce Ansty (Prospero Ansty) is accelerating based, in large part, 

upon the impetus provided by the MTC (Manufacturing Technology Centre).  It is 

recognised as a dynamic manufacturing and research cluster.  The RBLP needs to be able 

to accommodate manufacturing growth in the region in line with the ambitions of the 

Midlands Engine.  The Midlands Engine Strategy published by DCLG in March 2017 seeks 

to support enterprise and innovation and is specific about supporting industrial clusters.  

Meggitt is a clear example of success in the aeronautical sector and the strong automotive 

sector is typified by the growth plans of Jaguar Land Rover.  The MTC deliberately seeks 

to create links between academia and industry.  It is a rapidly growing business and has 

more than 500 employees.  It now has more than 90 industrial global manufacturing 

members and operates in sectors as diverse as automotive, aerospace, rail, informatics, 

food & drink, construction/ civil engineering, electronics, oil & gas and defence.  

Strategically it is seeking to: 
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• Accelerate the UK's industrial growth 
• Deliver innovation 
• Change the way businesses compete 
• Create and embed skills 
• Maximise synergies within supply chains 

14. Certainly, the presence and activities of MTC was a considerable factor in the decision of 

Meggitt to locate to Prospero Ansty.  MTC has well-advanced plans to expand further on 

the Prospero Ansty site.  Additional land is available on the edge of the current 

Strategically Significant Employment Site to enhance the cluster.  The detail of where and 

how additional employment land can readily be made available at Ansty is set out in our 

Hearing Statement on Issue 3a: Overall Development Strategy and, in particular, the 

answer provided to question k which asks: 

 

Is there a need to consider additional allocations of employment land at Ansty and Ryton 

ProLogis Park given their role as sub-regional employment sites and the limited 

remaining supply of undeveloped land at both sites? 

 

15. There is a very long list of enquires from companies interested in taking employment space 

at Prospero Ansty.  This strength of interest merely serves to emphasise the strategic 

significance of the overall Ansty area, including both Ansty Park and Prospero Ansty.  It 

clearly demonstrates that it has become a much sought-after location because of the 

developing synergies between occupiers, its strategic location on the highway network and 

geographical proximity to Coventry.  In addition, MTC has plans and the funding in place 

for further significant expansion of its operations requiring additional space. 

 

Conclusion 
 

16. The published evidence clearly suggests that there is a strong demand for further strategic 

allocations of employment land beyond the provision set out in the Publication Local Plan 

(LP01).  A pragmatic approach would indicate that it is both sensible and efficient to ensure 

that the growth potential of existing employment clusters is rigorously tested before new 

strategic employment site allocations are made.  Ansty should be designated as a Strategic 

Employment Site (SES), building upon its clear success as an established location for 

manufacturing, offices and R&D.  This change would assist in making the RBLP sound, 

ensuring it is effective by delivering appropriate employment allocations.  This would 

involve a consequent change to the key on the Proposals Map.  The area to be designated 

as an SES is dealt with in response to the specific question on Ansty asked under Issue 

3a: Overall Development Strategy –  question k. 
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Appendices 
 
Appendix A – Land Parcels – OS Base (Plan A) 
 
Appendix B – Land Parcels – Aerial Base (Plan B) 
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